
 

Professional Conduct & Regulation Revision Notes 

 

The Principles: 

You act: 

1. in a way that upholds the constitutional principle of the rule of law, and the proper administration of 

justice; 

2. in a way that upholds public trust and confidence in the solicitors’ profession and in legal 

services provided by     authorised persons; 

3. with independence; 

4. with honesty; 

5. with integrity; 

6. in a way that encourages equality, diversity and inclusion; 

7. in the best interests of each client. 

What does ‘you’ mean in CCS? 

In CCS 6.1 and 6.2 it states “you do not act ...” if there is an own interest conflict or a conflict of interest 

involving a client or a significant risk of either. This raises the question “to whom does ‘you’ actually refer?” 

In this part of the Codes i.e. 

CCS, the reference to “you” is to solicitors, RELs (registered European lawyers) and RFLs (registered 

foreign lawyers) i.e. Authorised Individuals as defined above. 

What does ‘you’ mean in CCF? 

In CCF 6.1 and 6.2 it states “you do not act ...” if there is an own interest conflict or a conflict of interest 

involving a client or a significant risk of either. This raises the question “to whom does ‘you’ actually refer?” 

In this part of the Codes i.e. 

CCF, the reference to “you” is to the firm authorised by the SRA to provide 

legal services. Who is the ‘client’ for the purposes of the Codes? 

For the purpose of the Codes, the Glossary defines ‘client’ as the person for whom you act, and where the 

context permits includes prospective and former clients. ‘Person’ includes a body of persons (corporate 

and unincorporated) 



 

Client Care 

Before accepting instructions: identifying your client Under CCS 8.1 (which is applicable in the same way 

to Firms by virtue of paragraph CCF 7.1(c)), you must identify who you are acting for in any particular 

matter. You must also comply with the law and the Codes when deciding whether or not to act for a 

potential client. This includes checking whether 

the Money Laundering Regulations 2017 (‘MLR’) apply when taking on a new client, and if they do apply, 

complying with them. This requires you to verify your client’s identity 

 

Accepting instructions You are generally free to decide whether or not to take on a particular client, 

provided you do not unlawfully discriminate: see paragraph 1.1 of each of the Codes. There are a number 

of situations where (and this list is not exhaustive) an Authorised Individual or a Firm must not accept 

instructions:  When acting would involve you in a breach of the law or a breach of CCS or CCF: For 

example: - where there is a conflict of interests between you and a client, or two or more clients (see the 

Codes 6.1, 6.2 and 6.5, and paragraph 5 below); - where money laundering is suspected (see PCR Lecture 

1). 

 

Client Care Letters 

Which principle of the Code does a client care letter best help to satisfy? 

Principle 2 – acting in a way that upholds public trust and confidence in the solicitors’ profession and 

in legal services provided by Authorised Persons 

 

there are some things that the Codes require you to communicate to clients in writing from the outset 

of the retainer, such as the right to make a complaint (see CCS 8, which applies in its entirety to Firms 

pursuant to CCF 7.1(c)). 

• Do you explain what is going to happen? 

• Do you include how much the work is going to cost? 

• Do you explain when things are going to happen? 

• Do you explain what the client needs to do? 

• Do you include contact details? 



 

• Does your letter show a clear purpose? 

• Is your letter concise? 

• Do you use plain English? 

• Do you prioritise information? 

• Do you personalise information? 

• Is your client care letter easy to read? 

• Do you highlight key information? 

• Have you considered the needs of vulnerable clients? 

 

Service and competence in client care letters 

• You only act for clients on instructions from the client, or from someone properly authorised to 

provide instructions on their behalf. If you have reason to suspect that the instructions do not 

represent your client’s wishes, you do not act unless you have satisfied yourself that they do. This is 

subject to the overriding obligation to protect your client’s best interests in circumstances where 

you have legal authority to act notwithstanding that it is not possible to obtain or ascertain the 

instructions of your client (CCS 3.1 and CCF 4.1); 

• you ensure that the service you provide to clients is competent and delivered in a timely manner 

(CCS 3.2 and CCF 4.2); 

• you maintain your competence to carry out your role and keep your professional knowledge up to 

date (CCS 3.3); 

• you ensure that your managers and employees are competent to carry out their role, and keep 

their professional knowledge and skills, as well as understanding of their legal, ethical and 

regulatory obligations, up to date (CCF 4.3); 

• you have an effective system for supervising clients’ matters (CCF 4.4); 

• you consider and take account of your client’s attributes, needs and circumstances (CCS 3.4 and 

CCF 4.2); 

• where you supervise or manage others providing legal services: (a) you remain accountable for 

the work carried out through them; and (b) you effectively supervise work being done for clients 

(CCS 3.5); 

• you ensure that the individuals that you manage are competent to carry out their role, and 

keep their professional knowledge and skills, as well as understanding of their legal, ethical and 

regulatory obligations, up to date (CCS 3.6). 



 

 

Costs Standards re: client care letters 

• you ensure that clients receive the best possible information about how their matter will be 

priced and, both, at the time of engagement and when appropriate as their matter progresses, 

about the likely overall cost of the matter and any costs incurred (CCS 8.7). 

• you ensure that any publicity in relation to your practice is accurate and not misleading, including 

that relating to your charges and the circumstances in which interest is payable by or to clients 

(CCS 8.8). 

• you ensure that clients are informed in writing at the time of engagement about: (a) their right to 

complain to you about your services and your charges; (b) how a complaint can be made and to 

whom; and (c) any right they have to make a complaint to the Legal Ombudsman and when they 

can make any such complaint (CCS 8.3). 4.3.2.4 Client money and assets 

 

Obligations are placed on Authorised Individuals and Firms in relation to client monies as set out below: 

• You properly account for any financial benefit you receive as a result of their instructions, 

except where they have agreed otherwise (CCS 4.1 and CCF 5.1); 

• You safeguard money and assets entrusted to you by clients and others (CCS 4.2 and CCF 5.2); 

• You do not personally hold client money unless permitted under the Authorisation of 

Individuals Regulations unless you work in an authorised body or in an organisation of a kind 

prescribed under this rule on any terms that may be prescribed accordingly (CCS 4.3). 

 

Contents of a client care letter 

In summary, the following are likely to be included in a client care letter: 

Confirmation of your client’s instructions and options: 

• identification of your client’s 

objectives; 

• an explanation of the issues/options available to them; agreement on the next steps; 

• agreement on an appropriate level of service/agree how you will keep the client informed of 

progress. 



 

General information: 

• an explanation of your responsibilities; 

• an explanation of the client’s responsibilities; 

• an explanation of anything which may limit the steps you can take on their behalf e.g. a potential 

conflict with another client; 

• advice to your client that you may be entitled to a lien in respect of their files if there are any 

unpaid costs (i.e., the right to retain possession of the files until any outstanding costs are 

paid). 

Costs information (see paragraphs 4.3.2.3 above); 

Explain who will be dealing with their matter: 

• information about the name and status of the person dealing with the matter and who is 

supervising them. 

Complaints 

• an explanation of how they can complain if they are unhappy with the service, to whom 

they should complain and details of the firm’s complaints procedure. 

Which ONE of the following statements is INCORRECT about competence, when dealing with either 

an Authorised Individual or a Firm? 
 

[A] You should ensure that you consider and take into account your client’s attributes, needs and 

circumstances. 

[B] You can only act for clients on instructions received directly from the client. 

[C] A full client care letter is not required to be sent to every client at the time the client provides the 

firm with new instructions. 

[D] Client care information does not always have to be provided in writing. 

Answers and Explanation 

[A] is correct. This is required by CCS 3.4 and CCF 4.2. 

[B] is incorrect – CCS 3.1 and CCF 4.1. The client can communicate instructions through someone 

authorised on its behalf. 

[C] is correct – while use of CCLs is not mandatory, they are often used as evidence of compliance 

with relevant standards. 


